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Press Release 

GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku is pleased to present a solo exhibition of Ai Shinohara titled Chimera. In the exhibition, Shinohara represents about her ten 

new works including the drawings and paintings.

The influence from Japanese comic books appears the works of Shinohara that use the well-defined outline and the flat layout. Using the elements of 

Japanese traditional motifs such as flowers and birds, Shinohara succeeds in elevating her comic touch paintings to an art form. Shinohara describes 

realistic gruesome situation such as gouging girl’s internal organs, however the expressions do not mean death but rather birth. Her works seems to be 

pessimism, but Shinohara attempts to express the image of life and show women in her works as a symbol of giving lives.

In her latest works, her grotesque expressions have become understatements and developed into metamorphosis as one of her theme. Shinohara 

describes beautiful women who try to live strongly even though the women seems to be dominated by outside elements and the situations of women are 

not always their own wills.

Ai Shinohara was born in 1984 in Kagoshima and graduated from Tama Art University in 2007. This is her third solo exhibition at the gallery. 
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Artist comments

I got inspiration for this show from the word, Chimera and created recent works with expanding the image of chimera. According to the dictionary, 
chimera is a mythological fire-breathing monster that has lion’s head, a goat’s body, and a serpent’s tail and also it means an organism that composed of 
two or more genetically distinct tissues. In addition, chimera suggests an unlikely view or a pious hope. From these ideas, I decided to describe a strange 
organism that was born between a girl who used to exist as an individual and another species without her will.
 
The reason why I chose fishes as my motif crossed the girl is I have had an image that aquarium fishes repeat breeding for looking nice are similar to 
women wear beautiful Kimono or dresses, put on makeup and make themselves presentable. Through the continuity which the description of each scale 
covered with the fish brings, I aim to show ordinary days seems to continue repeatedly forever. I tried to express precious beauty that the sum of the 
ordinary days provided.
 
The compositions of the double helix-shaped male and female fish are in the motif of the DNA model. All creatures have common mechanism, which means 
the fetuses whether human or fish have the same figure in the early stages of development.
 
Everyone used to be innocent and pure at the early age, however both the bodies and the minds have changed due to the external influence such as the 
environments and others in the growth process. In addition, children mostly do not make their own decision when they are under the protection of their 
parents. However, people cannot avoid changes and events they do not want at all if they come flying from the front. They must accept and deal with the 
changes and evens even though they became mental and physical wrecks. Sometimes, their facial expression and their views changed and they seem to be 
different creatures.
 
Stating these things, many people might think the girls in my works are the victims who struggled with some tragic events without their mind, but that is 
nothing of the kind. They enjoy their lives by accepting to their physical change, swimming free in the water, playing with other fishes and by themselves, 
and sometimes dreaming.
 
Many people learned to take easy and think about it in the better way not seriously, even though they faced unreasonable happenings. Knowing the 
real world, they mastered the self-defense skills for their thoughts. I try to represent the girls who have the optimistic views come from the strong self-
affirmation like; “I was surprised because my half of body have became a fish when I wake up, but I’m going to enjoy this situation!”
 
Ai Shinohara, 2014
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